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The Pilgrim
An Unorthodox Match is a powerful and moving novel of faith, love, and
acceptance, from author Naomi Ragen, the international bestselling author of The
Devil in Jerusalem. California girl Lola has her life all set up: business degree,
handsome fiancé, fast track career, when suddenly, without warning, everything
tragically implodes. After years fruitlessly searching for love, marriage, and
children, she decides to take the radical step of seeking spirituality and meaning
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far outside the parameters of modern life in the insular, ultraorthodox enclave of
Boro Park, Brooklyn. There, fate brings her to the dysfunctional home of newlywidowed Jacob, a devout Torah scholar, whose life is also in turmoil, and whose
small children are aching for the kindness of a womanly touch. While her mother
direly predicts she is ruining her life, enslaving herself to a community that is a
misogynistic religious cult, Lola’s heart tells her something far more complicated.
But it is the shocking and unexpected messages of her new community itself which
will finally force her into a deeper understanding of the real choices she now faces
and which will ultimately decide her fate.

Siddhartha
They were orphans, Chris and Saul -- raised in a Philadelphia school for boys,
bonded by friendship, and devoted to a mysterious man called Eliot. He visited
them and brought them candy. He treated them like sons. He trained them to be
assassins. Now he is trying desperately to have them killed. From the master of
high action comes a classic espionage thriller that changed the way spy novels
were written, the first to combine the British tradition of authentic espionage
tradecraft with the American tradition of non-stop action. He visited them in the
orphanage. He brought them candy and taught them to love him as a father. He
trained them to be assassins. Now he is trying desperately to have them killed.
Spanning the globe and decades of CIA history, THE BROTHERHOOD OF THE ROSE
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is a thriller of fierce loyalty and violent betrayal, of murders planned and coolly
executed, of revenge bitterly, urgently desired. “David Morrell is a master of
suspense. He wields it like a stiletto—know just where to stick it and how to turn it.
If you’re reading Morrell, you’re sitting on the edge of your seat.” —Michael
Connelly “Imagine a suspense thriller as riveting as The Thirty-Nine Steps or Rogue
Male, featuring heroes the equal of Adam Hall’s Quiller, and crackling with more
action than The Road Warrior, Dirty Harry, and The Seven Samurai. Sounds too
good to be true? Then just read David Morrell’s THE BROTHERHOOD OF THE
ROSE.”—Washington Post Book World “Fast-paced, intelligent, exciting and hardhitting.” —Nelson DeMille, New York Times bestselling author of The Panther
“David Morrell is, to me, the finest thriller writer living today.” —Steve Berry, New
York Times bestselling author of The Columbus Affair

The Charm School
THE AMAZING NEW THRILLER FROM TERRY HAYES. IF YOU THOUGHT I AM PILGRIM
WAS GOOD

I Am Pilgrim
My name is Sara Eden - This is all I can remember. There are government agents
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pursuing me. They think I know something they want. They will never stop. I could
be a danger. I could be a weapon. I could be a victim. The only thing I know for
certain is, I must . . . TRUST NO ONE. ___________ I Am Pilgrim meets Orphan X in
TRUST NO ONE, a high-concept read that grips and entertains like a Hollywood
thriller . . . 'Will have you guessing till the very last page. Explosively exciting,
Trust No One is an instant spy classic' Tom Marcus, former MI5 agent and
bestselling author of Soldier Spy 'Furiously paced' Observer

Slaughterhouse-five
Siddhartha is a 1922 novel by Hermann Hesse that deals with the spiritual journey
of self-discovery of a man named Siddhartha during the time of the Gautama
Buddha. The book, Hesse's ninth novel, was written in German, in a simple, lyrical
style. It was published in the U.S. in 1951 and became influential during the 1960s.
Hesse dedicated the first part of it to Romain Rolland and the second to Wilhelm
Gundert, his cousin. The word Siddhartha is made up of two words in the Sanskrit
language, siddha (achieved) + artha (what was searched for), which together
means "he who has found meaning (of existence)" or "he who has attained his
goals". In fact, the Buddha's own name, before his renunciation, was Siddhartha
Gautama, Prince of Kapilvastu. In this book, the Buddha is referred to as "Gotama".
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The Brotherhood of the Rose
WITH NEARLY 50 MILLION BOOKS SOLD WORLDWIDE, NELSON DEMILLE IS "A TRUE
MASTER." - DAN BROWN #1 New York Times bestselling author Nelson DeMille's
chilling, relentlessly suspenseful story of Cold War espionage in the vein of the hit
FX show The Americans. On a dark road deep inside the Russian woods at
Borodino, a young American tourist picks up an unusual passenger with an
explosive secret: an U.S. POW on the run from "The Charm School," a sinister
operation where American POWs teach young KBG agents how to be model U.S.
citizens. Their goal? To infiltrate the United States undetected. With this horrifying
conspiracy revealed, the CIA sets an investigation in motion, and three
Americans--an Air Force officer, an embassy liaison, a CIA chief--pit themselves
against the country's enemies in a high-powered game of international intrigue.

The River Murders
A ruthless terrorist with no past. A burned-out hostage negotiator with no future.
And a clock ticking towards utter carnage unless a puzzle is solved: Who is he?

Sometimes I Lie
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Brisbane 1999. It's hot. Stormy. Dangerous. The waters of the Brisbane River are
rising. The rains won't stop. People's nerves are on edge. And then . . . A body is
found. And then another. And another. A string of seemingly ritualised but
gruesome murders. All the victims are men. Affluent. Guys with nice houses, wives
and kids at private schools. All have had their throats cut. Tabloid headlines shout,
THE VAMPIRE KILLER STRIKES AGAIN! Detective Constable Lara Ocean knows the
look. The 'my-life-will-never-be-the-same-again look'. She's seen it too many times
on too many faces. Telling a wife her husband won't be coming home. Ever again.
Telling her the brutal way he was murdered. That's a look you never get used to.
Telling a mother you need her daughter to come to the station for questioning.
That's another look she doesn't want to see again. And staring into the eyes of a
murderer, yet doubting you've got it right. That's the worst look of all - the one you
see in the mirror. Get it right, you're a hero and the city is a safer place. Get it
wrong and you destroy a life. And a killer remains free. Twenty years down the
track, Lara Ocean will know the truth.

Common Worship: Times and Seasons President's Edition
A quick study into the three major religions that say there is only one God for all
men.
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Pilgrim
New York Times bestselling author James Swallow begins his espionage thriller
series with Nomad featuring British desk jockey intelligence operative turned
active agent. Marc Dane is a MI6 field agent at home behind a computer screen,
one step away from the action. But when a brutal attack on his team leaves Dane
the only survivor—and with the shocking knowledge that there are traitors inside
MI6—he's forced into the front line. Matters spiral out of control when the evidence
points toward Dane as the perpetrator of the attack. Accused of betraying his
country, he must race against time to clear his name. With nowhere to turn to for
help and no one left to trust, Marc is forced to rely on the elusive Rubicon group
and their operative Lucy Keyes. Ex US Army, Lucy also knows what it's like to be an
outsider, and she's got the skills that Dane needs. A terrorist attack is coming, one
bigger and more deadly than has ever been seen before. With the eyes of the
security establishment elsewhere, only Keyes and Dane can stop the attack before
it's too late. At the Publisher's request, this title is being sold without Digital Rights
Management Software (DRM) applied.

Blood River
The CIA keeps a lot of secrets. None more deadly than him.After a covert mission
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became personal, the only way elite counterterrorism operative, Alexander King,
could keep his loved ones safe, and the eyes of Washington's enemies blind to his
existence, was to disappear.A year after his family buried a body they thought was
his, King saves a young woman from a car bomb in London, and that's when his
work in the shadows becomes complicated. Because she's not who he thinks she
is, and the web that King is pulled into is tangled with enemies that reach the
highest levels of the United States government.But this web being spun by a
sadistic terrorist isn't your average one-time explosive attack. Saajid Hammoud is
aiming higher. He isn't trying to cripple the greatest military in the world, he's
looking to control it. And owning the presidential candidate with a clear path to the
White House gets him all the way to the top.When politics fail, and the might of the
world's most powerful nation hangs in the balance, it's secret weapons like
Alexander King who scour the alleys and back avenues that often make the
difference. Unfortunately, King isn't the only secret in this high stakes game of war.
But for the sake of the free world, he sure as hell better be the best.If you couldn't
put down Vince Flynn's Mitch Rapp, Lee Child's Jack Reacher, Tom Clancy's Jack
Ryan, Brad Thor's Scot Harvath, or David Baldacci's Will Robie, fans of Bradley
Wright believe you won't be able to put down the addictive Alexander
King._____________________________Praise for international bestselling author Bradley
Wright: ★★★★★ "Best new thriller author since Vince Flynn, David Baldacci, and
Brad Thor!"★★★★★ "Loved ALL the books. Bradley is one of my favorite writers.
When you start the book, it is impossible to put down."★★★★★ "As soon as you
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start this book, and every other book by Bradley Wright, you are immediately
engulfed in nonstop action and suspense!"★★★★★ "King sits alongside Rapp,
Reacher, and Harvath as my favorite action-thriller heroes.

The Secret Weapon
My name is Amber Reynolds. There are three things you should know about me: 1.
I’m in a coma. 2. My husband doesn’t love me anymore. 3. Sometimes I lie. Amber
wakes up in a hospital. She can’t move. She can’t speak. She can’t open her eyes.
She can hear everyone around her, but they have no idea. Amber doesn’t
remember what happened, but she has a suspicion her husband had something to
do with it. Alternating between her paralyzed present, the week before her
accident, and a series of childhood diaries from twenty years ago, this brilliant
psychological thriller asks: Is something really a lie if you believe it's the truth?

Trust No One
American Dirt (Oprah's Book Club)
Sometimes figuring out the truth means going to the point of no return. For
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Mitchum, returning isn't something he concerns himself with. HIDDEN: Rejected by
the Navy SEALs, Mitchum is content to be his small town's unofficial private eye,
until his beloved 14-year-old cousin is abducted. Now he'll call on every lethal skill
to track her down – but nothing is what it seems MALICIOUS: Mitchum's brother has
been charged with murder. Nathaniel swears he didn't kill anyone, but word on the
street is that he was involved with the victim's wife. Now, Navy SEAL dropout
Mitchum will break every rule to expose the truth – even if it destroys the people
he loves. MALEVOLENT: Mitchum has never been more desperate. One by one his
loved ones have become victims of carefully staged attacks. There's only one way
to stop the ruthless mastermind intent on destroying everyone around him – to go
on the most dangerous hunt of his life.

Can Anybody Help Me?
Billy Pilgrim returns home from the Second World War only to be kidnapped by
aliens from the planet Tralfamadore, who teach him that time is an eternal present

A Thousand Pardons
There are lots of great devotional books and discipleship guides out there, but The
Art of the Christian Ninja is different. The name ""The Art of The Christian Ninja""
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was birthed from an encounter with God that spawned an unshakable thought: the
critical importance of thesecret sideof the Christian faith. This book was written to
inspire believers to build their relationship with God in ways that no one else sees.
This is more than a simple Bible study or discipleship manual. It's a partnership
between art and writing, black ink and white space, a tying together of teaching
and questions, meditation and practice, humour and study. It's a journey, a
meditation, a conversation, a long walk, and a training ground to help believers
connect their faith and life and become the Christian Ninjas God wants to help
them be. ""An interesting account of the old Ninja mythology and how it can be
turned to the Christian's advantage. It should be a valuable source of spiritual help
to readers who need and want to grow and become more effective."" --Charles
Dondale, Retired Arachnologist ""This book really lends itself to building up
Christians to defend themselves against the attack of the enemy. Learning to be
stealthy and effective is especially relevant in our culture of intolerance towards
Christians. I see this book as being complimentary to C.S. Lewis' The Screwtape
Letters in which Lewis shows the inner workings of the enemy. Pastor Allan shows
us tools to combat the enemy in practical, reflective and effective ways."" --Steve
Bastian, Teacher ""A handy tool for developing Christians. The advice and
teachings within are concise, yet informative, and each chapter is just the right
length to be a daily lesson. You can then take what you have been taught and work
with it throughout your day, returning to review the Ninja Meditations in the
evening to see how you did. The process of changing your life into that of a
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Christian Ninja is here at your fingertips!"" --Mary Ellen McLellan, Homemaker,
Equine Specialist ""A 'How to Grow' manual for new believers and mature believers
alike. Each chapter focuses on a discipline that needs to exist in each believer's life
in order to have a strong walk with God. If you're looking to strengthen your
relationship with your Lord but don't know where to start, this ninja training
manual will set you on your way."" --Michael Kruszelnicki, Engineer, Youth Leader
Allan Descheneau is a preacher, writer, podcaster, and pastor of Beckwith Baptist
Church near Ottawa, Ontario. His passion is helping people find the tools and
inspiration they need to pursue a deep, consistent, and meaningful relationship
with God."

P Is for Pilgrim
This revised, expanded edition of the Common Worship President’s Edition
contains everything to celebrate Holy Communion Order One throughout the
church year. It combines relevant material from the original President’s Edition
with Eucharistic material from Times and Seasons, Festivals and Pastoral Services,
and the Additional Collects.

Instinct (previously published as Murder Games)
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The film writer for Bangkok Hilton presents a debut thriller that traces a collision
between two geniuses, including a tortured hero and a determined terrorist, in the
aftermath of a murder that a world-class secret agent discovers has been
conducted according to his own forensic techniques to hide the victim's identity.

Tell No Lies
Ageless. Sexless. Deathless. Timeless. Pilgrim is a man who cannot die, an
astounding character in a novel of the cataclysmic contest between creation and
destruction. Pilgrim is Timothy Findley’s masterwork, a finalist for the Giller Prize,
and a national bestseller that has smashed the author’s own impressive sales
records. It is 1912 and Pilgrim has been admitted to the Burghölzli Psychiatric
Clinic in Zürich, Switzerland, having failed—once again—to commit suicide. Over
the next two years, it is up to Carl Jung, self-professed mystical scientist of the
mind, to help Pilgrim unlock his unconsciousness, etched as it is with myriad
sufferings and hopes of history. Is Pilgrim mad, or is he condemned to live forever,
witness to the terrible tragedy and beauty of the human condition? Both intimate
and expansive in its scope, with an absorbing parade of characters—mythic,
fictional and historical—Pilgrim is a fiercely original and powerful story from one of
our most distinguished artists.
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Man, Faith and God
Pilgrim is the code name for a world class and legendary secret agent. His
adversary is known only as the Saracen. As a young boy, the Saracen saw his
dissident father beheaded in a Saudi Arabian public square, creating a burning
desire to destroy the special relationship between the US and the Kingdom. When
a woman's body is found in a seedy hotel near Ground Zero, the techniques are
pulled from a cult classic of forensic science that Pilgrim wrote under a pen name.
In offering the NYPD assistance with the case, Pilgrim gets pulled back into the
intelligence underground.

Red Notice
'Carr is a hero for our times' Daily Mail John Carr has recently left the SAS, after a
long and distinguished career, and is now working for a Russian oligarch in the
murky world of private security. But an incident from his past - in which three
terrorists were brutally killed - suddenly comes back to haunt him.

Red Sparrow
Aye, Governor Bradford calls us pilgrims. We are English and England was our
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homeBut our lives were ruled by King James, and for many years it seemed as
though our very hearts were in prison in England September, 1620, our lives
changed. We were seventy menfolk and womenfolk, thirty-two good children, a
handful of cocks and hens, and two dogs, gathered together on a dock in
Plymouth, England, ready to set sail for America in a small ship called the
Mayflower In a text that mirrors their language and thoughts, Marcia Sewall has
masterfully recreated the coming of the pilgrims to the New World, and the daily
flow of their days during the first years in the colony they called Plimoth. And in
stunning, light-filled paintings, she brings to brilliant life that important era in
American history.

The Kremlin's Candidate
#1 New York Times Bestseller OPRAH’S BOOK CLUB PICK “Extraordinary.”
—Stephen King “This book is not simply the great American novel; it’s the great
novel of las Americas. It’s the great world novel! This is the international story of
our times. Masterful.” —Sandra Cisneros También de este lado hay sueños. On this
side, too, there are dreams. Lydia Quixano Pérez lives in the Mexican city of
Acapulco. She runs a bookstore. She has a son, Luca, the love of her life, and a
wonderful husband who is a journalist. And while there are cracks beginning to
show in Acapulco because of the drug cartels, her life is, by and large, fairly
comfortable. Even though she knows they’ll never sell, Lydia stocks some of her allPage 15/30
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time favorite books in her store. And then one day a man enters the shop to
browse and comes up to the register with a few books he would like to buy—two of
them her favorites. Javier is erudite. He is charming. And, unbeknownst to Lydia,
he is the jefe of the newest drug cartel that has gruesomely taken over the city.
When Lydia’s husband’s tell-all profile of Javier is published, none of their lives will
ever be the same. Forced to flee, Lydia and eight-year-old Luca soon find
themselves miles and worlds away from their comfortable middle-class existence.
Instantly transformed into migrants, Lydia and Luca ride la bestia—trains that
make their way north toward the United States, which is the only place Javier’s
reach doesn’t extend. As they join the countless people trying to reach el norte,
Lydia soon sees that everyone is running from something. But what exactly are
they running to? American Dirt will leave readers utterly changed. It is a literary
achievement filled with poignancy, drama, and humanity on every page. It is one
of the most important books for our times. Already being hailed as "a Grapes of
Wrath for our times" and "a new American classic," Jeanine Cummins's American
Dirt is a rare exploration into the inner hearts of people willing to sacrifice
everything for a glimmer of hope.

The Year of the Locust
For readers of Jonathan Franzen and Richard Russo, Jonathan Dees novels are
masterful works of literary fiction. In this sharply observed tale of self-invention
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and public scandal, Dee raises a trenchant question: what do we really want when
we ask for forgiveness? Once a privileged and loving couple, the Armsteads have
now reached a breaking point. Ben, a partner in a prestigious law firm, has become
unpredictable at work and withdrawn at home--a change that weighs heavily on his
wife, Helen, and their preteen daughter, Sara. Then, in one afternoon, Bens
recklessness takes an alarming turn, and everything the Armsteads have built
together unravels, swiftly and spectacularly. Thrust back into the working world,
Helen finds a job in public relations and relocates with Sara from their home in
upstate New York to an apartment in Manhattan. There, Helen discovers she has a
rare gift, indispensable in the world of image control: She can convince arrogant
men to admit their mistakes, spinning crises into second chances. Yet redemption
is more easily granted in her professional life than in her personal one. As she is
confronted with the biggest case of her career, the fallout from her marriage, and
Saras increasingly distant behavior, Helen must face the limits of accountability
and her own capacity for forgiveness. Praise for "A Thousand Pardons" ""A
Thousand Pardons "is that rare thing: a genuine literary thriller. Eerily suspenseful
and packed with dramatic event, it also offers a trenchant, hilarious portrait of our
collective longing for authenticity in these overmediated times."--Jennifer Egan,
Pulitzer Prize-winning author of "A Visit from the Goon Squad" "A page turner
without sacrificing a smidgen of psychological insight. What a triumph."--"Kirkus
Reviews "(starred review) "Dee is adept at meshing the complexities of marriage
and family life with the paradoxes of the zeitgeist. In his sixth meticulously lathed
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and magnetizing novel, he riffs on the practice of crisis management and] the
absurdities of a society geared to communicate in a thousand electronic modes
while those closest to each other can barely make eye contact.""--Booklist" " A]
fast-moving, consistently entertaining story . . . a smart, witty look at the rites of
apology in contemporary America."--Shelf Awareness "From the Hardcover
edition."

An Unorthodox Match
The new Scot Harvath thriller and the follow-up to Hidden Order, from New York
Timesbestselling author Brad Thor. After a CIA agent mysteriously dies overseas,
his top asset surfaces with a startling and terrifying claim. There's just one problem
- no one knows if she can be trusted. But when six exchange students go missing,
two airplane passengers trade places, and one political-asylum seeker is arrested,
a deadly chain of events is set in motion. With the United States facing an
imminent and devastating attack, America's new president must turn to covert
counterterrorism operative Scot Harvath to help carry out two of the most
dangerous operations in the country's history. Code-named 'Gold Dust' and
'Blackbird', they are shrouded in absolute secrecy as either of them, if discovered,
will constitute an act of war. Look out for the adrenaline-fuelled new Brad Thor
novel, Code of Conduct, published in July 2015! Praise for Brad Thor: 'Brad Thor is
as current as tomorrow's headlines' Dan Brown 'Blasts off like a guided missile and
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never slows down, weaving current events into a frightening scenario that just
could happen. Brad Thor rocks!' Tess Gerritsen 'Brad Thor writes thrillers as
plausible as they are terrifying. A must-read for our times!' James Rollins,New York
Timesbestselling author of Black Orderand The Judas Strain Praise for Hidden
Order: 'One of Brad Thor's best books to date' Washington Post '[A] great, great
thriller' Rush Limbaugh 'Thriller writer Brad Thor is awesome…You'll want to take
HIDDEN ORDER to the beach' National Review

The Book of Mormon
New York Times bestselling author Howard Blum expertly weaves together three
narratives to tell the true story of the 1897 Klondike Gold Rush. It is the last
decade of the 19th century. The Wild West has been tamed and its fierce,
independent and often violent larger-than-life figures--gun-toting wanderers,
trappers, prospectors, Indian fighters, cowboys, and lawmen--are now victims of
their own success. But then gold is discovered in Alaska and the adjacent Canadian
Klondike and a new frontier suddenly looms: an immense unexplored territory filled
with frozen waterways, dark spruce forests, and towering mountains capped by
glistening layers of snow and ice. In a true-life tale that rivets from the first page,
we meet Charlie Siringo, a top-hand sharp-shooting cowboy who becomes one of
the Pinkerton Detective Agency’s shrewdest; George Carmack, a California-born
American Marine who’s adopted by an Indian tribe, raises a family with a Taglish
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squaw, and makes the discovery that starts off the Yukon Gold Rush; and Jefferson
"Soapy" Smith, a sly and inventive conman who rules a vast criminal empire. As we
follow this trio’s lives, we’re led inexorably into a perplexing mystery: a fortune in
gold bars has somehow been stolen from the fortress-like Treadwell Mine in
Juneau, Alaska. Charlie Siringo discovers that to run the thieves to ground, he must
embark on a rugged cross-territory odyssey that will lead him across frigid waters
and through a frozen wilderness to face down "Soapy" Smith and his gang of 300
cutthroats. Hanging in the balance: George Carmack’s fortune in gold. At once a
compelling true-life mystery and an unforgettable portrait of a time in America’s
history, The Floor of Heaven is also an exhilarating tribute to the courage and
undaunted spirit of the men and women who helped shape America.

Nomad
In nearly three decades, she walked more than 25,000 miles, carrying her
possessions in her blue tunic and spreading her belief about peace: overcome evil
with good, and falsehood with truth, and hatred with love.

Peace Pilgrim
The cowboys, strippers, labourers and magicians of Pilgrims are all on their way to
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being somewhere, or someone, else. Some are browbeaten and world-weary,
others are deluded and naïve, yet all seek companionship as fiercely as they can. A
tough East Coast girl dares a western cowboy to run off with her; a matronly bar
owner falls in love with her nephew; an innocent teenager falls hopelessly for the
local bully's sister. These are tough heroes and heroines, hardened by their
experiences, who struggle for their epiphanies. Yet hope is never far away and
though they may act blindly, they always act bravely. Sharply drawn and tenderly
observed, Pilgrims is filled with Gilbert's inimitable humour and warmth.

The Pilgrims of Plimoth
Every day the President of the United States receives threats against his life. Every
day his security tell him they’re crackpots, nothing to worry about. Today is
different. Today he doesn’t believe them. Because he’s been dreaming of his own
violent death, over and over. It feels so real. Like someone is inside his head. The
President’s medical advisor, Josh Cain, a military psychologist with his own
complications, is summoned to a church tower near the White House to talk down
yet another suicidal ex-Marine. Today is different. Today the veteran asked for him
by name, tells him of a plot against the President – seconds before a sniper’s bullet
takes him out. Battles used to be fought man to man, then machine to machine,
then in cyberspace. The Grid is a thrilling mix of Homeland and Inception which
takes us to the edge of a new kind of battlefield: the human brain
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The Grid
A criminal behavior expert teams up with an NYPD detective to track down a
criminal in the novel that inspired the hit CBS TV series starring Alan Cumming. Dr.
Dylan Reinhart wrote the book on criminal behavior. Literally: he's a renowned,
bestselling Ivy League expert on the subject. When a copy of his book turns up at a
gruesome murder scene-along with a threatening message from the killer-it looks
like someone has been taking notes. Elizabeth Needham is the headstrong and
brilliant NYPD Detective in charge of the case who recruits Dylan to help
investigate another souvenir left at the scene: a playing card. Another murder,
another card. . . and now Dylan suspects that the cards aren't a signature; they're
a deadly hint pointing directly toward the next victim. As tabloid headlines about
the killer known as "The Dealer" scream from newsstands, New York City descends
into panic. With the cops at a loss, it's up to Dylan to hunt down a serial killer
unlike any the city has ever seen. Only someone with Dylan's expertise can hope
to go inside the mind of a criminal and convince The Dealer to lay down his cards.
But after thinking like a criminal, could Dylan become one? A heart-pounding novel
of suspense more shocking than any tabloid true crime story, Instinct introduces
the next unforgettable character from the imagination of James Patterson, the
world's #1 bestselling author.
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Ordinary Grace
Charles Wentworth, a heartbroken Puritan, comes to the New World from England
in 1622 in search of salvation and a new beginning. Burdened with a lifelong
struggle between his desire for faith and his doubts about God's love for him, he
leaves the only land he has ever known after the death of his fiancée, in hopes of
being freed of the temptations that torment him. A new masterpiece from National
Book Award and Pen/Faulkner Award finalist Hugh Nissenson, The Pilgrim explores
the foundation myths of America, a country settled by people intoxicated by the
pursuit of God and yearning for redemption and freedom.

I Am Pilgrim
Chilling thriller for fans of Patricia Gibney and Angela Marsons. Online you never
really know who you're talking to. You can never know their true identity or their
intentions. Until it's too late Recently moved to Dublin and struggling with a new
baby, for support Yvonne turns to an online forum for mothers. Drawn into a world
of new friends, she volunteers more and more information about herself. When one
of these friends goes abruptly offline, Yvonne suspects something is wrong, but
dismisses her fears as imagination. Then the body of a young woman with striking
similarities to Yvonne's missing friend is found, and she realizes that they're all in
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terrifying danger. She must persuade Detective Claire Boyle, herself about to go on
maternity leave, to take her fears seriously before others disappear. 'Brilliantly
original and genuinely scary' Sunday Mirror 'Chilling, riveting and brilliantly written,
you'll be up reading this way into the night! Closer

Act of War
In this book--part biography, part critical analysis--John Hubers introduces us to a
man whose pioneering ministry in the Ottoman Empire has gone largely unnoticed
since his memoir was penned in 1828, three years after his death in Beirut, by a
seminary colleague. His name was Pliny Fisk, and he belonged to a cadre of New
England seminary students whose evangelical Calvinism led them to believe that
God was opening up a new chapter in the life of the Church that included an
aggressive evangelism outside the borders of Christendom. Fisk and his friend Levi
Parsons joined that effort in 1819 when they became the first American
missionaries sent to the Ottoman Empire by the American Board of Commissioners
for Foreign Missions. Hubers's intent is to show the complexity of Fisk's character
while examining the impact his move to the Middle East made on his perceptions
of the religious other. As such, this volume joins a growing body of literature aimed
at providing critical, historical, and religious context to the often checkered history
of relations between American Christians and Western Asian peoples.
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Pilgrims
Drafted against her will to serve the regime of Vladimir Putin as an intelligence
seductress, Dominika Egorova engages in a charged effort of deception and
tradecraft with first-tour CIA officer Nathaniel Nash before a forbidden attraction
threatens their careers.

I Am Pilgrim
Looking back at a tragic event that occurred during his thirteenth year, Frank Drum
explores how a complicated web of secrets, adultery, and betrayal shattered his
Methodist family and their small 1961 Minnesota community.

I Am a Pilgrim, a Traveler, a Stranger
Attempting to enter private practice against the wishes of his mother, counselor
Daniel Brasher receives a baffling sequence of threats directed toward murder
victims and struggles to stop a killer who is outmaneuvering the authorities.

Once a Pilgrim
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New York Times bestseller THE BOOK THAT EXPLAINS WHY RUSSIANS WANTED TO
MEET WITH THE TRUMP CAMPAIGN “Part John Grisham-like thriller, part business
and political memoir.” —The New York Times “[Red Notice] does for investing in
Russia and the former Soviet Union what Liar’s Poker did for our understanding of
Salomon Brothers, Wall Street, and the mortgage-backed securities business in the
1980s. Browder’s business saga meshes well with the story of corruption and
murder in Vladimir Putin’s Russia, making Red Notice an early candidate for any
list of the year’s best books” (Fortune). This is a story about an accidental activist.
Bill Browder started out his adult life as the Wall Street maverick whose instincts
led him to Russia just after the breakup of the Soviet Union, where he made his
fortune. Along the way he exposed corruption, and when he did, he barely escaped
with his life. His Russian lawyer Sergei Magnitsky wasn’t so lucky: he ended up in
jail, where he was tortured to death. That changed Browder forever. He saw the
murderous heart of the Putin regime and has spent the last half decade on a
campaign to expose it. Because of that, he became Putin’s number one enemy,
especially after Browder succeeded in having a law passed in the United
States—The Magnitsky Act—that punishes a list of Russians implicated in the
lawyer’s murder. Putin famously retaliated with a law that bans Americans from
adopting Russian orphans. A financial caper, a crime thriller, and a political
crusade, Red Notice is the story of one man taking on overpowering odds to
change the world, and also the story of how, without intending to, he found
meaning in his life.
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Terminal Rage
Red Sparrow is now a major motion picture starring Jennifer Lawrence and Joel
Edgerton! The “exciting conclusion” (Entertainment Weekly) in the New York Times
bestselling Red Sparrow Trilogy has Russian counterintelligence chief Dominika
Egorova and her lover, CIA agent Nate Nash, on the hunt for a Russian agent
working in the US government. With a plot ripped from tomorrow’s headlines, Jason
Matthews is “one of America’s most readable spy novelists” (The Washington Post
Book World), and his high-powered, seductive third novel not only continues the
dangerous entanglements of Dominika and Nate but reveals with chilling
authenticity how Russian espionage can place agents in the most sensitive
positions of power. The Kremlin’s Candidate opens with Russian president Vladimir
Putin planning the covert assassination of a high-ranking US official with the
intention of replacing him with a mole whom Russian intelligence has cultivated for
more than fifteen years. Catching wind of this plot, Dominika, Nate, and their CIA
colleagues must unmask the traitor before he or she is able to reveal that
Dominika has been spying for years on behalf of the CIA. Any leak, any misstep,
will expose her as a CIA asset and result in a one-way trip to a Moscow execution
cellar. Ultimately, the lines of danger converge on the spectacular billion-dollar
presidential palace on the Black Sea during a power weekend with Putin’s inner
circle. Does Nate sacrifice himself to save Dominika? Does Dominika forfeit herself
to protect Nate? Do they go down together? This dazzling finale to Jason
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Matthews’s New York Times bestselling Red Sparrow Trilogy “delivers a wallop on
all fronts, from adrenaline-charged action to dark political intrigue to gripping
emotional stakes…Readers will finish the book, but their memories of Matthews’s
brilliant and fearless heroine will linger well past the final page” (Kirkus Reviews,
starred review). The Kremlin’s Candidate is “a stellar conclusion…racing to a heartpounding and unexpected resolution” (Publishers Weekly, starred review).

The Art of the Christian Ninja
"Across the Atlantic Ocean, a lone ship on a vast sea. Ablaze with new hope, all
praying to be free." From the lives of our early settlers, who established the
foundations for American freedoms and ideals, to today's celebrations, P is for
Pilgrim colorfully examines the history and lore of Thanksgiving. Educators will find
the inclusion of the Core Democratic Values of valuable use for the classroom while
kids of all ages will enjoy the bright, engaging illustrations and fascinating sidebar
text. "Zippy bands zigzagging down the street, zebras trotting, zeppelin-like
balloons afloat. Flags flying, banners waving, a Thanksgiving Day Parade playing a
happy note."Lecturer and book reviewer Carol Crane is widely recognized by many
schools and educators for her expertise in children's literature. She has written
several state books for Sleeping Bear Press including Texas (L is for Lone Star) and
South Carolina (P is for Palmetto). She travels extensively and speaks at state
reading conventions across the United States. Helle Urban, a Parker, Colorado
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resident, has been an illustrator for over 20 years. She earned her bachelor of fine
arts in illustration from Art Center College of Design in Pasadena, CA. Helle has
illustrated numerous children's books, painted portraits of families, and was a
background artist in the animation industry.

The Floor of Heaven
“I Am Pilgrim is simply one of the best suspense novels I’ve read in a long time.”
—David Baldacci, #1 New York Times bestselling author “A big, breathless tale of
nonstop suspense.” —Janet Maslin, The New York Times “The pages fly by
ferociously fast. Simply unputdownable.” —Booklist A breakneck race against
time…and an implacable enemy. An anonymous young woman murdered in a rundown hotel, all identifying characteristics dissolved by acid. A father publicly
beheaded in the blistering heat of a Saudi Arabian public square. A notorious
Syrian biotech expert found eyeless in a Damascus junkyard. Smoldering human
remains on a remote mountainside in Afghanistan. A flawless plot to commit an
appalling crime against humanity. One path links them all, and only one man can
make the journey. Pilgrim.
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